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Introduction

1.1

Project Background
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Normal text - ‘Report Text’ style (Black, 12) – Ctrl+Shift+P
Paragraph numbering is a requirement for all reports. Including within
appendices.
The A30 is a major route in Cornwall that connects the region to the rest the
country. Highways England is going to update a section of the A30 between
Chiverton and Carland Cross from a single carriageway to a dual carriageway.
The proposed dualling opens the opportunity to develop and deliver a range of
additional strategic improvements to the transport network. Weaknesses with the
current infrastructure can be addressed including the lack of permeability of the
existing A30 route, especially for vulnerable and non-motorised road users.
The Department for Transport has allocated £900 million funding to Highways
England from year 2015 to 2021, which includes £250 million for Cycling Safety
and Integration (CSI). These funds allow for actions beyond business as usual
and help in retrofitting measures to improve the existing road network, and in
maximizing opportunities to deliver additional improvements as part of new road
schemes.
Cornwall Council (CC) and Highways England successfully bid for designated
funds to improve connectivity for non-motorised transport within the A30 study
area. Drawing no HA551502-ARP-ENM-SW-WCH-DR-LE-000001 provides an
overview of the seven identified work packages, which include cycle or multi-use
trails.

1.2

Work Packages
There are seven CSI work packages (WP).
WP1

Perranporth to Newquay multi-use trail based on the former railway.

WP2

St Newlyn East to Carland Cross (walking, cycling and riding access).

WP3

Carland Cross to Mitchell multi-use trail.

WP4

Trispen, St Erme Parish to Idless and Truro signed cycle route.

WP5

Chiverton Cross sustainable transport provision.

WP6

Marazanvose and Zelah north-south road crossings.

WP7

Improving the current A30.

This report looks at the existing conditions for work package 4 and explores the
options for and feasibility of the CSI facility.
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Location
The A39 between Carland Cross (A30) and Truro currently presents a real barrier
to cycling for work and leisure towards Truro owing to the nature of the busy Aroad, involving both speed and volume of traffic. The adjacent rural lane network
to the west of the A39 could provide an attractive alternative and would have the
added benefit of linking into National Cycle Network Route 32 (NCN32) between
Truro and Newquay. Figure 1- below shows the scheme’s location.
Figure 1-1 Trispen to Idless Location Plan

1.4

Scheme Vision
Recent improvements for pedestrians and cyclists on the A39 as part of a
maintenance challenge scheme have helped to address some of the severance
created by the A39 and A30 and the next logical step involves strengthening the
cycling provision by providing more direct and traffic-free facilities.
Woodland tracks at Bishop’s, Lady’s and Idless Woods, managed by the Forestry
Commission, present some good opportunities for new and more attractive
access provision avoiding the A39. The parish council and then more recently the
Trispen A39 Cycle Campaign group are in support for improved cycle connectivity
to Truro preferably along the more direct A39 but also the quieter rural lane
network.
Such a route would benefit both recreational and commuter trips to and from
Truro to the Newquay area but also the communities to the north of Truro to the
A30. The scheme is deliverable within the timescales available.
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Existing Conditions

2.1

Previous Studies
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A request to CC for copies of any previous studies yielded a drawing that shows
St Erme Parish Council Cycle Path Proposal dated March 2011. A significant
length of the path is already in place from Carland Cross to south of Polisken,
from where cyclists use the A39. The parish council’s proposal continues towards
Truro along the A39 corridor, with options for on- and off-carriageway facilities.

2.2

Baseline and Analysis
Route Description
CC proposes an alternative route to the parish council’s path for cyclists from St
Erme to Truro. Instead of following the A39, a new cycle route would intercept the
current route north of Polisken and take cyclists over the A39 and through
Treworgan and Idless Woods.
Drawing No HA551502-ARP-ENM-SW-WCH-DR-LE-000017 shows the baseline
and analysis for the Trispen to Idless package, which is supported by the text in
the following paragraphs. Overall, the proposed route is 4.0km; the first 1.5km is
on a ‘quiet lane’, and the second 2.5km is through land owned and managed by
the Forestry Commission.
Formal uncontrolled cycle crossing facilities are already available at the
A39/Treworgan junction. The proposed route would continue through Treworgan
on the ‘quiet lane’, which is narrow and signed as unsuitable for HGVs. Forward
visibility is generally reasonable although there is a tight bend on approach to
Lanner Mill, in combination with a steep gradient. Cyclists climbing the hill will be
slow and less steady than when cycling along flatter roads.
Beyond the mill, the road turns back on itself but the cycle route would continue
straight through on land owned by the Forestry Commission. The woods are
dedicated as open access land under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, and
the forest roads and public footpaths that pass through the woods are popular
with local dog walkers, cyclists and horse riders. The woodland paths are
generally good quality although the upper surfaces are worn and the bigger
stones within the subbase are exposed.
The path diverges either on a higher route through St Clement Woods or on a
lower route alongside a stream, and re-converges on approach to the car park in
the village of Idless. NCN32 runs through the village and continues to Truro.
Traffic Data
Annual average daily traffic (AADT) along the A39 is up to 7,100 vehicles in each
direction and there will be little change when the new A30 is in place.
Road Safety
Crashmap does not show any road traffic collisions along the highway links
affected by this proposal. Along the current A39 carriageway, it is notable that
nine accidents are recorded on a 1km length from the sharp bend near Courtyard
Cottages southwards to the Polwhele junction, of which two involved cyclists, one
4
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serious and one slight. This does suggest that cyclists may be at risk on the
existing A39 and improvements to cyclist facilities are warranted.
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Proposed Scheme

3.1

Technical Assessment
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Designating the public roads as local cycle routes would be straightforward,
requiring signage only. The existing NCN32 operates safely on the same types of
road and there is no apparent reason why the lane between Trispen and the
woods would also not function as a safe cycle route.
Some resurfacing of the Forestry Commission track may be necessary to make it
safer for cycling, which a site visit will confirm. This would affect an approximate
length of up to 2.5km of path.

3.2

Landownership
In terms of land ownership, the scheme forms two discrete sections. The first
section of the scheme between the A390 at Trispen and Lanner Mill would be
within the extant highway boundary. The Forestry Commission manage the
second section, the route would make use of existing Forestry Commission trails,
which will be by agreement. Previous discussions with CC indicated that they are
open to the possibility of a cycle route across their land.
Discussions with the landowner are still ongoing as of May 2018.

3.3

Usage and Benefits
Local Amenities
The main users of a cycle route between Trispen to Idless would be commuters
and leisure users. At present, to reach Idless from Trispen, cyclists are required to
navigate the busy A39. However, the proposed route would provide a quiet rural
route that will partially utilise existing Forestry Commission trails that are already
frequented by recreational cyclists living in the nearby areas. The route will
therefore build on the existing use of the area as a destination for leisure cyclists.
The route will then connect to the existing NCN32 providing onward access to
Truro where there are a variety of facilities and amenities. In addition, the village
of Trispen offers several amenities including: a primary school; a post office; a
community centre; a convenience shop and pubs. The route would provide those
attending the primary school in Trispen with an alternative method of transport
utilising quiet, rural roads.
Commuting
Census data shows that over 800 workers commute to Truro from the area
surrounding and comprising Trispen and yet only 1% of commuters are cycling as
their main mode of travel [1]. The Trispen to Idless route connects to NCN32 and
provides cyclists with direct access to Truro city centre. It is hoped that these
figures will increase because of the proposed scheme.
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Strategic Fit
The proposed cycle link between Trispen and Idless will make use of a
designated ‘quiet lane’ and traffic-free path through woods and connect with the
NCN Route 32. It will accord with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
by being a healthy, inclusive and safe place that promotes social interaction and
enables and supports healthy lifestyles.
Working closely with partners is highlighted in the Government’s Cycling and
Walking Investment Strategy and Highways England are working in partnership
with Sustrans and CC in the production of this feasibility study. Workshops with
selected local cycling groups have enabled consultation with the wider public and
private sector.
In combination with WPs 3 and 5, the proposed route will cycle-proof the strategic
road network by providing cyclists on the A30 with an alternative route via the
Mitchell junction instead of via Carland Cross. Taking into account connectivity to
NCN32, the cycle route will be continuous from Newquay to Truro.
In accordance with the local plan, the route will provide a convenient, accessible
and appropriate cycle and pedestrian route. It will be safe and suitable and not
cause any adverse impacts on the road network. The open space will be used for
physical activity and provide an active travel network that encourages walking,
riding and cycling.
Goals set out in Connecting Cornwall: 2030 will be met by:
•
•
•

encouraging mode shift to cycling instead of car-based travel and therefore
helping to tackle climate change;
encouraging healthy active lifestyles by offering an alternative to car-based
travel; and
supporting community safety and individual wellbeing by providing a traffic-free
route instead of sharing road space with motorised traffic.

The proposed route will contribute to the Cornwall Countryside Access Strategy
by overcoming the extant discontinuity along the A39, whereby cyclists are largely
off-road as far as Trispen but then on-road on the A39 as far as Truro’s city
centre.
Increased opportunities for cycling will help people be active as part of daily life,
particularly if the new route is used for commuting. Walking and cycling should
increase as a mode of transport and this is in keeping with CC’s Physical Access
Strategy.
The proposed track will meet with Sustrans’ aspiration to provide traffic-free
routes wherever possible.
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Conclusion
The proposed Trispen to Idless cycle route would help to address the severance
created by the A30 and A39. It would provide a more direct route that the main
roads and make use of a ‘quiet lane’ and a woodland track. The benefits are
significant in combination with work packages 2 and 3.
The first on-carriageway section through Treworgan would link with the extant
Carland Cross to Trispen bridleway. Formal uncontrolled cycle crossing facilities
are already available at the A39/Treworgan junction although some additional
signage will be required. The lane through Treworgan is fairly level but descends
steeply before the route would continue though Idles Woods.
Cyclists have a choice of tracks through the woods: the easier, more level, path
runs along the stream and is prone to flooding but the alternative is hillier. Both
paths need resurfacing because the finer grade material is worn and the larger
stones within the subbase are exposed. It would not be reasonable to fund
resurfacing of both paths and discussion with the Forestry Commission is
required to agree the best strategy including signage.
The track through the woods is managed by a single occupier, the Forestry
Commission and they have given their support to the proposed scheme. In
conclusion, this work package is highly deliverable as part of the first Regional
Investment Strategy (RIS1) by year 2021.
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